
Key Vocabulary:

Environment – Our planet provides everything 

that we and all living things need

Climate – Climate is the weather. The earth’s 

climate is just right, meaning that things can live 

on the planet.

Climate change - Climate change is a change in 

the overall weather and temperature on Earth. The 

Earth is getting warmer due to some of the things 

humans are doing. This means it will be more 

difficult for livings things to survive.

Atmosphere – The layer of air surrounding the 

Earth.

Greenhouse gas - Greenhouse gases are special 

types of gas in the atmosphere. They let sunlight 

through but stop heat from escaping, like a 

greenhouse, so the Earth warms up. 

Tornado/Hurricane/Blizzard/Tsunami – extreme 

weather terms.

Flood – an overflow of a large amount of water 

beyond its normal limits, especially over what is 

normally dry land.

Lightning – the occurrence of a natural electrical 

discharge between a cloud and the ground or 

within a cloud.

What I should already know:

The extreme weather of the polar 

regions

An understanding of the world’s 7 

continents and 5 oceans.

The difference in weather from the 

UK to a non European country. 

An understanding of the change in 

weather through the seasons. 

Exciting Books and Useful Links:

Books: Explore my world – Weather. 

National geographic kids.

Extreme Weather. Leanne Annett

Links: 

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/s

cience/article/ten-freaky-forces-of-

nature

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles

/zv3xwnb

What I need to know:

• ‘Connect; Protect; Enhance’

• Climate is the weather. The 

earth’s climate is just right, 

meaning that things can live on 

the planet.

• Climate change is a change in 

the overall weather and 

temperature on Earth. As the 

climate changes, this in turn 

affects the weather, creating 

extreme weather conditions.

Topic Question:

Why is there extreme weather  

and what causes this?
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‘Extreme Weather
Learning about seasonal 
changes and climate change.
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